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About This Game

Acorn Assault is a quirky, tail-bobbing turn-based strategy game. Raise an army, overthrow a tyrant King and save the
oppressed squirrels! Do you have what it takes to start a Rodent Revolution?

The squirrels of the forest grew poorer and more starved each day that passed thanks to the tyrant King Lois the Umpteenth. It
is up to you to raise an army to overthrow the king and set the world right again. Embark on an nutty journey filled with a
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strange cast of characters through a historically inaccurate retelling of the French Revolution with squirrels.

If you are a fan of turn based strategy games and want something different from the status quo, this game is for you. The
deceptively simple to learn rules of the game lead to a varied set of strategies that you can employ to defeat your enemy and

march on.

Features

Battle through an epic journey against five unique bosses each with their own abilities and environments.

Enjoy quirky, hand-made immersive artwork and animations!

Test your strategies and do battle in 25 epic levels.

Take control of your enemies: play as defeated single-player enemies in online multiplayer mode!

Bring the fight online and battle people from around the world on PC and Mac.

Story
King Lois the Umpteenth and his queen Marie Antoinutte reigned over the poor and starved squirrels of the forest. The king's

greed knew no bounds and set out to bankrupt his people by taxing their hard earned acorns. With no acorns to any of the
peasant's names they grew angrier and angrier as each day passed.

On one cold dark evening, the King had sent his loyal tax man to collect the acorns from Charles DeMontequirrel who had
refused to pay the unjust nut tax. As the tax man knocked on Charles' wooden door it swung wide open. Charles stood before

the tax collector visibly upset as he was scolded for not following the king's unfair decrees. Charles could no longer simply
refuse to pay up and wanted only to set things right. He snatched the legal document the collector shoved in his face and tore it
to pieces. A call to arms was made and a skirmish set outside of Charles' house as he began his battle with the tax man and set

forth on his rodent revolution upon the king and his men.

Do you have what it takes to start a revolution?
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acorn assault rodent revolution. acorn assault rodent revolution xbox one

A mini retro game with excellent platforming mechanics. I'm interested in trying this developer's game Kero Blaster after
playing this free one.. this game sucks -_-. I probably had the most amazing round of this game today.

I've hunted air craft carriers (menh)

Destroyed massive enemy armadas (menh)

Escape dipping sonars (pretty good)

Out turned Soviet Subs (pretty good)

But nothing beats todays blind hunt in the Atlantic. This one surprised me. I was trying to find these infiltrating subs into the
atlantic. I saw too late they had slipped by Greenland and Iceland. I hauled over to where I expected them to be and the enounter
began. Since they were on the edge of the point of me failing the mission I knew I had to find them.

There were no target blips. Since I was facing south and I had encountered them northy; I started turning north and dipped my
radar & esm above to see if I could peak at them. No luck. I started to zig zag and varying my depth. No luck

Last chance on the active search (sonar). Some signs of northy.... okay.

I launch a fake sub thing... no one bites. I go as fast as I can without cavitating and get the sub between the two subs I think I am
detecting. I pick something up far away. I fire off a torepedo and see if that spokes the enemy. They fire a counter spread in my
direction and his buddy blind fires at me and now I'm trapped in pretty good. I start turning in the direction of his buddy's
launch origin the best I can as I'm now overwhelmed by trying not cut the wire, heading towards (potential) target 2, escaping
the closest torpedo in the spread and guiding my torpedo.

It all works out. Knocked out #1 and got #2 in position. However... no new torpedos, sonar pings (used sparingly) and such. I
drop my speed to nothing and just idle and start changing my depth as I realized I hadn't done so since the first kill. #2 suddenly
appears so I immediately launch a torpedo and one is returned my way. I'm headlong in a 3 knot charge towards the enemy and
the torpedo is perfectly aligned to intercept me; that might kill me but probably drown me.

I quickly reckon my best option to keep at 3 knots to avoid detection and might get close enough before it arms. I steer my
torpedo into the enemy sub knocking it out just as I see their torpedo cross above into my plane, arm swim away from me
without detecting me.

I had guessed right... the enemy didn't know my depth or position due to my silent running. They did know my previous depth
and I would have been dead if I stayed there. I had guess they thought I was further away than what I was and I almost choose a
2 knot charge rather than 3.

Pretty good right!?

Nope: there was another sub I could have caught. Didn't fail mission but I never had a clue on the 3rd.

Great game!

Would like to see more alt history content post WW2 tech. China DLC was good but pretty challenging. Waters were very
shallow and helicopters were extremely hard to escape. Totally accurate of course and expected but I would love to see more
content inline with the 1984 campaign.

I think some sort of Soviet, Cuban, Australian and/or Mediterranean/Iberian could be interesting DLCs. Honestly I've never
been more genuinally compelled to write a good review about a game until now. I bought this game on sale for like a buck and it
is seriously one of the funnest, most addicting strategy defence games I've ever played. I wasn't even looking to play it so much
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as I am, I initially bought it for the Trading Cards but now I've got a great game that surprised me to go with them. I'm not
someone who gets into hardcore strategy games but i do expect a certain amount of depth in it's system when I play one and this
game is the perfect balance, but obviously more on the casual side.. A nice groovy gamewith great gameplay. best train ever.
This is a story based scifi-survival with a lot of reading. Super fun and can be difficult. Realy enjoying it.

I ran into a few bugs for this and the developer helped out right away. Very friendly and really knew what they were doing.

Despite the hiccup, I still am loving it.. Hey guys, absolutely awesome game, was loving it until I accidentally reset all my
progress... Why is there a button for that on the main menu????? Why is there no "are you sure?" step????? totally
disheartening, please change this!!!

Otherwise, super super cool, loved every bit and highly recommend!. I left this game on by accident and I left my pc on when I
went out of town and now I have 222 hours on this game. Everyone makes fun of me and I cannot remove it. 10/69 would not
reccomend. Very very sad.
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It's dead :( No updates since April. Mata Hari is Japanese for "I Like To Shove Screwdriver Handles Up My Butt".
If your doctor is unwilling to prescribe you Ambien, he will most likely recommend this instead. It's a super old game too so the
face models & animations are the thing of nightmares.

Rim job/10 Trump didn't collude with Russia, Hillary did.. Watched videogamedunkey's hilarious game play. Showed to my
friends the video and we all immediately bought the game and had four hours of fun. I've not laughed so hard in a long time. Do
not buy solo.. Very good fps game. Nice oldscool graphics; actionfull gameplay and 150% fun :)
Try this.. I strongly recommend this DLC if your are a metalhead... hell, I recommend this even if you aren't. Slaying baddies
with the power of Music is something that only a few games can provide: I'm not speaking metaphorically, this dlc is packed
with new enemies, new equipment and brand new areas.
Also, on a more serious note, this game is a nice toast to Lemmy Kilmister
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